
The electric planer TC-PL 750 is a powerful hand-held planer for jobs with a chip depth of up to two millimeters. For optimum results in one go it has a

large knife shaft. The integrated automatic park rest provides safe parking and protects the workpiece against unintended damage. The solid

aluminium soleplate helps the user to achieve flat results. The ergonomic handle fits securely in the hand and enables the hand-held planer for working

without fatigue even when working on demanding projects. The soft grip also permits safe and user-friendly handling. Included in the delivery are a

parallel and a rebate depth guide as well as a carbide planing knife (reversible).

Planer

TC-PL 750
Item No.: 4345310

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825615029

Features & Benefits
Powerful hand-held planer for jobs with a chip depth up to 2mm-

Large knife shaft for optimum planing results-

Safe parking of the planer thanks to automatic park rest-

Solid aluminium soleplates for flat results-

Ergonomic handle for working without fatigue-

Safe and user-friendly handling due to soft grip-

Incl. parallel guide-

Incl. rebate depth guide-

Incl. 1x carbide planing knife (reversible knife)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 750 W

- Planing width 82 mm

- Chip depth 2 mm

- Rebate depth 10 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 2.31 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 3.09 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 307 x 166 x 192 mm

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 19.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 510 x 320 x 400 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2520 | 4920 | 6228

Available as special accessories

2 HM-Wendemes. 5,5x82,0x1,1
Elektrohobel-Zubehör
Item No.: 49568315
Bar Code: 4009315683157
Einhell Accessory

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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